2.
The ju(H, X) topology. Let Ibea Banach space, % its adjoint space and suppose that 21 is a £*-algebra. We denote the weak topology on X by <r(X, 21) and the weak *-topology on 21 by <r(2I, X). Sakai [6] shows that properties (1) and (3) hold for the <r(SC, X) topology. We define the mappings a-*R a and a-~>L a of 2Ï into B(X) by R a x(b)=x (ba) and L a x(b)~x (ab 
PROOF. This follows directly from Corollary 2 and the MackeyArens theorem (Mackey [4]; Arens [l]).
We note that a net {a a } converges to a in the ju(2t,X) topology iff both R aa~> R a and L aa -~>L a in the strong operator topology on B(X).
3.
Applications. Let ƒ be a normal positive linear functional on % (see Dixmier [2] ). Let g be a positive functional on which is continuous with respect to the (r(2l, X) topology. Let a 0 £2l, O^aoâl, aoT^O such that/(ao) <g(#o). One can now adapt the proof in Dixmier [2, p. IS] to show that 3& 0 £2l, 0^boSa 0l b Q^0 such that |/(aô 0 )| 2 =ƒ(!) 'g(boa * abo) for all a£2L Thus if a a ->a in the /i(2I, -X*) topology with ||a a ||^l we conclude that f(a a bo)-^f(abo). It follows from this that ƒ is ju(2ï, X) continuous. Combining this with a result of Sakai [6] , we obtain a theorem of Dixmier [2]: PROPOSITION 
If f is a positive linear functional on 21 then f is cr(2I, X) continuous iff f is normal.
One can alter slightly a proof due to Pukansky [5] to obtain: PROPOSITION 
Any <r(2ï, X) continuous linear functional on % is a linear combination of normal positive linear functionals.
The following theorem now follows from Proposition 2 :
is a Banach space such that Y {the adjoint of Y) is isometrically isomorphic to 21, then Y is isometrically isomorphic to X.
A consideration of hermitian linear functionals shows us that (3) holds for JU(2I, X) and the identity ab -aobo = a(b -bo) + (a-~a 0 )& 0 shows us that (2) holds for /z(2t, X). It is clear that (1) also holds for JU(2I, X). The following lemma can now be easily obtained: LEMMA a bounded continuous real-valued function of a  real variable, then the mapping a-+h(a) is ju( §l, X) continuous f or hermition elements #£3t.
If h(\) is
As a corollary we have: THEOREM (Kaplansky [3] ). If 2Ii and 3t 2 are *subalgebras of 3Ï such that Sli is /x(2l, X) dense in 2Ï2 then the unit sphere of 2Ii is /x(2I, X) dense in the unit sphere of 2I 2 .
We note that if U is a ju(3l, X) neighborhood of zero in 21, then 1G U implies that a G U for ||a|| S£ 1. Using this fact with a standard proof we obtain: As a corollary to this theorem we obtain a result which is essentially contained in a paper of Dixmier [2] . 
